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Forward Curve Oynamics and Asset Valuation 

Overview for the risk associated with the uncertainty in those prices, The 
Wholesale electricity and fuel markets are rapidly becoming "'forward curve" signifies a set 01 forward prices for all future 
highly competitive commodity markers where the techniques delivery times of interest. These prices can be estImated from 
for establishing the value of assets and contracts differ trom futures exchange prices and from the prices at which IIrm 
techniques used in regulated environments. This document contract commitments are traded. Volatility is a measure of the? 
discusses the use of simple models o.t forward curve dynamics uncerteintv in a future corrmoony price at a particular time and 
to define valuation methods for assets whose value depends . can be estimated from the prices of traded options or from modal" 
on the market prices at traded commodities. fits to spot or forward price changes over time. The ·volatility 

term structure- slqrrifies values of the vola~ility for all" future. 
Forward curve dynamics describes how the full curve of delivery times of interest It should be noted that. for most 
forward prices In a market changes over time. This contrasts . market participants, forward curve data is much more easily 
with common practice in which models are defined in terms of obtained than volatility data. 
how only the spot price changes over time. The benefit of 
moving from spot price dynamics to forward curve dynamics is Finance's Risk Neutral Valuation rules provide a general frame
thet many details of the underlying physical supply system are work for asset valuation that simplifies into several special 
contained within the initial forward curve and so do not need to cases. The Risk Neutral Valuation rule for assets whose future 
be expliciVy included in Ihe price model. In addition, the ability deliveries and payments are known with certainty (e.g., forward 
to appty data on movements in the full forward curve in tuning contracts) is to consider all future dellverias of a corrmodity to 
the model parameters rather than relying solely on spot price be worth the torward price tor that delivery date end to discount 
data permits easier and better model calibration. Once price all future cash flows using the interest rate on risk-free invest
models are defined for relevant markets and their parameters ments of comparable term. For example, a forward cohtract 
set, the tools of finance theory can be brought to bear in order that provides a payment of K for delivery of Q units 01 the 
10 compute the fair market value of assets or contracts whose commodity at time Twill be worth 
cash flows depend on' the prices in those rnarkets. 

V:"""'" = Q(FOT - K)e-~T 

This document wJ1l discuss in detail the use of the one and two where 7'T is the appropriate risk~free rate for zero-coupon 
factor versions of the Nfactor forward curve dynamics model, 

bonds paying off al time T. Notice that the current forward 
curve For is the only informalion about future commodity prices dFtrl = ifJ.(t)e-,(T~)dz: 

1-1 needed to value such assets. When such assets are treely IF,., 
traded, the prices at which they trade can be used to back out 

where FtTdenotes the forward price at time t fpr delivery at a corresponding lorward prices. Most market participants have 
later lime T. The chief benefit of this 1amily of models is that a fairty good handle on estimating the forward curve, at least 
analytical solutions are available for many quantities of interest. over short to medium lime horizons. 
The one and two factor versions afso provide quile good fits to 
observed market data and are relatively tractable for a wide The Risk Neutral Valuation rule for valuing assets whose cash 
variety of numerical calculations. In particular, such models flows at various points In time depend only on the commodity 
can be translated into equivalent spot price dynamics models prices at thai time (e.g .. forward contracts, European option 
so thai existing tree methods can be used to value assets that contracts) Is to compute the expectation of future cash flows 
require full dynamic information (e.g" American options). using a "risk neutral" probability distribution 01 future commodity 

prlces and then discount those expected cash flows to the 
Valuing Assets present using the risk-free rate. The risk neutral probability 
Finance has provided a wealth of tools and theory for computing distribution Is usually defined as the lognormal distribution' of 
the fair market value of assets whose cash flows are dependent tuture prices that at each point in time has ilS expected value 
on the prices 01 various traded commodities. Rnance's Risk equal to the forward price 10r that delivery date (instead of the 
Neutral Valuation rules show the critical role Ihal forward prices true expected future price) and has the variance of the natural 
and volatilities play in the valuation of such assets. Forward log of the price equal to the true variance of the natural log of 
prices are expectations 01 future commodity prices adjusted the price. In particular, ~ an asset provide. cash Now CFIP,I) 
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at each time t when the commodity price at that time is PI then uncertain variables with a mean of zero and a standard devIa
that asset will be worth tion of .Jiii, The dz', at differing times tare uncorrelated, but 

the dz',at the same time can have correlation PiIt) between dz', 
and dzI,Thevariety of spot price dynamics models results from 
differing choices of the number of uncertain factors N and the 

where <... > signifies the (risk neutral) expectation over the functions a(P,t). (J,(P,t), and PV(t). A variety 01 tree methods 
uncertain price Pt Pt is assumed to be distributed at each time have been devejoped to carry out tt"le valuation at assets that 
t according to a lognormal distribution with depend on full spot price dynamics. These methods define an 

(P,)= F.. uncertainty tree of potennat (risk neutral) spot price outcomes 
over lime which can be used to identify potential cash floWs for

var(ln(P'»;: O'(t)'t !he asset. The asset value is then determined by discounting 
(The relationship shown between the volatilitya(lj and the vari the expected cash flows back to the present using the risk-free 
ance of the natural logarithm of price defines the volatility.) rate. The key advantage of the tree approach is.that it allows 
NotIce that the value of SUCh assets depends solely on the for intermediate decisions to change the cash flaws over time. 
forward curve FOI and the volatility term structure o'(t} since they For example, an American option can have an early exerclsa 
fUllydefine the risk neutral distribution at each point In time. For decision that eli.minatesall future cash flows. 
example, for a forward contract delivering Q units at time T for 
price K. the cash flow would be Q (Pr - K) for which the (risk Why Forward Curve Dynami...,7 
neulrel) expectation is Q I1"DT- K), leading to the result above The choice of a spot price dynamics model will affect the valu
lor forward contracts. ation of complex assets (i.a., assets that cannot be valued 

using Just the forward curve and volatility term structure). For 
In the case of European call and put optlons, the expectation of exampie, the decision to exercise an American option will 
cash flows over the risk neutraJ disiribution can be carried out depend not just on Ule price at a particular time but also on the 
in closed form. leading to the famous Black Equation.' For expectations of how thai price is likely' to change over time. If 
example, a European call option with strike price K and expira European option prices are not available, the model choice will 
tion at time T would have tetrnlnal cash flow MA.X(Pr - K.O} also affect how spot and forward price data is used to estimate 
which has expecletion·I1"DTN(a) -KN(b)) leading to the volatility term structure needed to value any asset with 

decision flexibility (e.g., ell options). Models of spot price Voc.u =.-.T (ForN(a)- K N(b» 
dynamics are typically adopted ad-hoc from financial markets 

where N(x} is the cumulative standard normal distribution (tabu and then tit to match the forward curve and volatility term struc
lated in various math references and included as a special ture of the commodity as closely as the model's free parame
function In most major spreadsheets) and ters aliow. In most cases. there are numerous financial models 

of spot price dynamics to choose from and it is not entirely a _In(F,, I K)<-tu(T)'T 
clear how to judge each model's assumptions in terms of the - u(TJOff ccmrnodlty market at hand. 

b =a -U(T)Jf 
The difficulty in judging spot price model assumptions in Similarfy, ihe European put option with smke K and expiration 
commodity markets is due to the fact that a commodity at two Thas terminal cash flow MAX(K -PpO) which leads to value 
different points of time should really be considered two 

Vo.... =e-·T (K N(-b) -ForN(-a» different commOdities. Unlike financial markets where -In the 
absence of newtntorrnatron-; the price of an asset at one 

If the forward'curve and traded European option prices are point of time is simply related to its price a short time before, 
available, the Black Equation can be inverted to determine the in commodity markets the price of the commodity at the later 
"implied" volatility term structure a(I). In other cases', the time can differ drastically from the earlier price. As an extreme 
volatility must be estImated by fitting price dynamics models to example, consider electricity delivered at differing pointsIn 
historical ecct.cr forward price changes. Accurate volatility time. There is usu¢ly no economically feasible way to convert 
eslimation is a serious issue for most market participants since electricity at one time to elecfrlcity at another time, and so 
there is rarely enough option price data to create good implied electricity must be gerierated on demand. Because of this non
volatility estimates. storability, electricity spot prices hours apart can differ dramat

ically. Even in the case of storable commodities such as grain 
The Risk Neutral Valuation rule in more general cases requires or petroleum products, details of production capacities, 

information about the full dynamics of spot price changes to spoilage or degradation rates, storage facility costs and 
carry out the calculations. Spot price dynamics are usually capacities, and other underlying market issues greatly compli
described using the tools ot lto's stochastic caicuius.' Applying cate the direct modeling of the changes in spot price over 
this mathematical representation, the change in spot price P, time. Unfortunately, most financial models of spot price 
over a small period of time til is modled as dynamics make strong assumptions about how lhe spot prices 

N change over time. These assumptions are difficult to jUdge in 
dp, ;: P,.., - p, = a(p',/)dJ + I,/3;lP, ,t)dr, the context of commodity markets. . 

1=1 

where am,l} describes anticipated changes in the spot price The goal of the forward curve dynamics approach described in 
over the lime interval alld the fJIP,.l) describes possible uncer this document is to make simplifying assumptions about how 
tain changes in the price that could result from N types of new the full forward curve changes over time rather Ulan to make 
informalion that could arrive during the time Interval from 1 to simplifying assumptions about how the spot price changes, 
,+dr. The uncertainty enters the equation via the dE, , which are Since the forward curve summarizes the relationship between 
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prices of the commodily at differing points of time. it already 
contains detailed information about the underlying physicel 
market complexitles. This approach leverages both the full 
information can lent of the forward curve and tha wealth of 
analytical tools (such as 110 calculus and Risk Neutral Valuation) 
developed in the financial markets. 

Models of Forw...d Curve Dynamics 
This section presents the general class of forward curve 
dynamics models that will be used in the rest of this document 
and derives their most. important properties. This secnon is a bit 
heavy-going and the r.eader may wish to skip it on a first 
reading. The follo.~ing section will focus on the specific 
members of this class appropriate lor most situations and show 
how they can be used. 

To describe forward curve dynamics, changes in the full set of 
forward prices F,r over time must be characterized. This can 
be accomplished by using U1e tools of Ito calculus. The basic 
starting point fO( the forward curve dynamics approach is to 
treat each forward price as a separate market price. This 
assumption initially leads to consideration of a rather unwieldy 
set of price equations N 

dF". =a(F"..t,ndt + LPP;T,t.n~
", 

where everything can potentially depend on the delivery date 
T of lhe commodify. A number of slmplificatlons can then be 
made due to the specific characterlsncs of forward price data. 

The firsI simplification Is to recognize that since the forward 
prlca is the (risk neutral) expectation of future price, the 
expected change In forward price Ftrmust be zero. This elimi
nates all of the a(Fjr ,I, 1J terms from the price dynamics equa
tions. The next simplification is to notice that the forward. curve 
shifts in a fair1y smooth manner. This implie$ that the full set of 
potential dz',rcan be producUvely replaced by a much smaller 
set of uncertem factors dI" where each one affects the forward 
curve over a range of delivery times. The smoothness of the 
curve shifts can be understood by recognizing that storage 
capability links the prices in differing times, so that an increase 
in the price at one time will raise the prices of nearby times. 
More generally, the curve shifts can be understood by realizing 
that much of the news altering the supply-demand balance 'Nill 
persist over a broad period of time. Another simplification is to 
model each uncertainty term as F,rfJj{I,TJdz[. so that the 
resulting focward price distribution is lognormal and therefore 
the forecasted forward prices are always positive, The final 
simplification is to note that short dated forward prices are 
observed to be much more volatile than Ibng dated ones, 
suggesting that the uncertainty terms be modeled with

.fl, (I,T) = f3i(tV~(T-,) . 

Collectively, Ihese simplifications motivate the study of forward 
curve dynamics models of the form 

dF,T{. = If3i(t)e-·,IT-')dz:
/FtT "l 

where different models depend on the number N of uncertain 
factors and the forms of the functions fJ;(l}. These forward curve 
dynamics models are extremely analytically tractable, can 
exactly fit observed tcrward curves (as can all forward curve 
dynamics models), can fit observed volatility data and histor
ical data on forward price changes over time quite well, and can 
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be translated into equivalent spot price dynamics models to 
leverage existing tree solution algorithms for valuing complex 
assets. The one and two factor versions will be explored in 
some detail in the follOWing section, but first some facts about 
this full set of models will be established. 

First, the risk neutral probabilily distribution of the spot price P, 
corresponding to these forward curve dynamics models will be 
derived. This spot price distribution will show how the volatility 
lerm structure 0(1) is related to the model parameters, To carry 
out this derivation the torward' curve dynamics model must-first 
be integrated 10 relate the (uncertain) forward curve Ftr at all 
future times t 10 the current forward curve For- the model para
meters, and oulcomes of the uncertain factors h,.Namely, 

F". ee FOT exJ-tfI drP. (slP, (s){J/sle -',~,"'-" .1 '.Jo<I 

+fJ:p,(S~""'IT-"dz; J 
1=, 

The relationship between the spot price P, and the forward 
curve lhat P,=Frt can then be used to immediately find that

1 ~ r -<"'.,X'-"P, = Fa, ex"l-t,1:'\'dSPlj(sl{J,(s)p/s)e . 

+ f£Pi(S)e~'IHldZ:J ,., 
In this expression,all of the uncertalntyarises ttvough the terrrs 

w;· sa J~PI(s)e"""\(I-')dz~ . 

which contain the uncertain factors dz', . Since the factors &/ 
ate joint normally distributed ~fU1 a mean of zero at each time, 
are uncorrelated at differing times. and have corretauons pi;{t) 
between tU:, and dz J, at the same time. the lilt are joint normally 
distributed at each time 1 with 

{w:}= 0 

var(w') = J.' f3. (sl'e-'~('-" ds 
I, 0 I 

. . J.' RR -(tr·U x/-.I')covar(W;,w,')= op,(s)I',(s)l'j(s)e " ds 

The spot price distribution depends all the sum of the wl'l 
which is itself normally distributed with a mean of zero and a 
variance equal tothe sum of covartw, wit) over all iJ. This 
allows the risk neutral probabilily distribution of P, to be written 
as Ihe lognormal distribution 

P, =Fo,exp~+a(I)'I+a(t),Jiw) 
where the volatilily is related to the variance of the natural loga
rithm of price (which is equal to the variance ot the sum of the 
wiJ through 

N 

a(I)' ss +varQn(p'»= i-IIdSPlj(s){J,(s){Jj(s)e -<'~j)(H' 
'.J:rI 0 

and where W is distributed according to the standard normal 
distribution. This equation for the volatitity 0"(/) is the basis for 
relating the volatility term structure to the model parameters or, 
as will be shown below, for fining the model parameters to 
observed implied volatility data 
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Second, methods for fitting the model parameters to market 
price data will be discussed, Two approaches can be taken to 
fit the model parameters to market data. In the first approach. 
historical data on simultaneous changes in forward prices at 
various delivery times T are used to tit the parameters using the 
fOIWard curve dynamics equation, This approach is best when 
there is access to historical forward curve data. In the second 
approach; the implied volatility term structure is fit using the 
above equalion relating the volatJlily to the model parameters. 
This approach is best when the user has access to the prices of 
options which trade in liquid markets and can therefore be used 
to obtain good implied volatility estimates. In either approach, a 
specific parametrized functional tOITTl is assumed for the unknown 
functions fil(1) and Pij(t). (In most cases they are assumed 
either constant or repealing on an annual basis.) In the more 
common case of assuming constant fJ,(t) and Pyft), the first 
approach attempts to fit parameters to match data on forward 
curve changes at differing deliverydates T,S through 

;);var(dln(F.,.»= I,
N 

P.PiP/("~ ,)(T-.) 

I.j=i 

N 

i'covar(dln(F.,.),d In(F,,»= I,p.PiPje-··rr-<)~,(s-<) 
/.,j_l 

dln(F.,.) "]n(F,...,.,.)-ln(F.,.) 
While the second approach fits the parameters to match ,~,e 

Implied volatility through '. r 

N -('~')')[I
a(I)'1 = I,PvP'P -e .. 
I.J<=' 

J 
a j + aJ 

With either approach, the model parameters should be varied 
so as to minimize the difference between the right sides of the 
equations (which depend on the model paramefers) and .the .' 
left sides of the equations (which depend on the market data). 
Most major spreadsheets contairi tools that can be applied (0 

minimize a measure of the fil error (e.q. the sum over all data 
points of the squared differences between the left and right 
sides of the equations) by varying the model parameters. 

Finally, the spot price dynamics models corresponding to 
these forward curve dynamics models will be derived. These 
spot price dynamics models are used to construct decision 
trees for valuing more complex assets than can be valued 
using the~ forward curve and voletility alone (e.g., American 
options). The easiest way to accomplish this is to return to the 
first expression above for the risk neutral distributlon of P, and 
subslilute in the definitions of Mi, and r:r(I) to find that 

P, = Fo,"ex~ - ta(t)' 1+ tw: 1 
where 

Wi" J.' " (s)e-.,(.-d dz' , 0 PI , 

N 

a(t)' = +I,rdsp, (s)P,(s)pj(s)e -<••~,"-') 
I.Ft 

The expression for wl,ean be differentiated wit'h respect to time 
to show that il follows the dynamics equation ., 

dw: ,; -a,w:dJ+ fJ,(I)dZ; 

where wo=o. Tree methods can be used to characterize the 

joint outcomes of wi,at each time t, wt)lch can then be turned 
Into the corresponding spot price outcome using 

P, =F"ex{-ta(I)'I+ tw;1 
to calculate the resulting cash flows at that time and the uncer
tainty outcome. The value of the asset is then computed as the 
expected present value of the cash flows where all dIscounting 
is done at the appropriate risk-free interest rate, 

Forward Curve Dynamics Mode's for Everyday Use 
MQst practitioners fimft themselves to the use of one or two 
factor models of price dynamics. This is due both to the 
sparseness of data available for fitting the model parameters 
and to limits of computing power and memory. However, even 
in the realm of one and two factor models, mere are more than 
enough models available 10 meet most analysis needs. In this 
section, one factor and two factor forward curve dynamics 
models are presented, The models will differ in terms of their 
assumptions as to what types of new intorrnatlon typically 
arrive concerning the commodity market. 

Long-Tenn Supply-Demand Shilts 
The simplest forward curve dyl1amics model assumes that all 
new information affects the whole forward curve equally. 
Intuitively, the assumption Is that the new information 
describes changes in the supply-demand balance that will 
persist over the long term. Mathematically, lhe model is 

dF.,.{, =13 (I)dz.
/F" 

where the inltiafforward curve FOT is assumed to be kn~n and 
the volatility term s~uctur~ is related to the model parameters 
through a(t)' = 1J.13 (s)'ds . 

• 0 

Notice that the volatility is constant and equal 10 pwhen /3{t) is 
constant. Many corru:nodities exhibit decreasing volatility over 
time, which requires tti~t fJ(t) decrease sleadlly ove: time in 
order to fit the volatility term structure. 

The model parameters can be matched to market data by· 
fitting P(t) to the above volatility equation or by fitting it 10 
changes In the forward prices over time through 

;);var(dln(F.,.»= ;;-<:ovar(dln(F,T),dln(F,,»= 13(1)'
 
dln(F.,.) ,,In(F,....T)-]n(F.,.)
 

which is usually carried out assuming f3(t) is constant. 
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This model is most appropriate when there is very little data 
available (i.e., as a first cui estimate), when the volatiltty term 
structure is known and appears to be fairly 1lat, or when 
changes in short dated forward prices are strongly correlated 
and of similar magnitude to simultaneous changes in longer 
dated forward prices. 

Short-Tem Supply-Demand Shills 
An alternative to assuming that new information affects the whole 
forward curve is to assume that new information only affects the 
near-term forward prices. This assumption is based on the 
observation that near-term forward prices are typically much 
more volalile than the longer term ones for many commodities. 
Intuitively. this assumes that most of the information coming in 
only affects the short-term supply-demand balance end does 
not affect longer term forecasts. Mathematically, this model is 

qFrr = f3(/)e~(T-')qz, 
F'T 

where the Initial forward curve FOTls assumed to be known and 
the volatiltty term structure Is related to the model parameters 
through 

When fJO) is constant, the VOlapal to 

0"(1) = f3 V--:z;;;
which decreases smoothly over lime and which fits the volatility 
term structure of many commodities quite well over short to 
medium time scales. 

The model parameters can be matched to market data by 
fitting a and fJ(t) to the above volatility equation or by fitting 
them to changes In the forward prices over time through 

tvac(d 1n(F,T»=fJ (I)" e-"'cr~) 

tcovac(dln(F". ),d In(FG» = fJ (I)' e-(T~)e-"-" 

dln(F".) ,,,In(F,...,.)-ln(F,,.) 

Both of Ihese approaches are usually carried out assuming P(t; 
is constant 

The spot price dynamics model for this case is 

P, es F" eXp(-+<r(I)'1 +W,) 

dw, =-aw,dl + {J(I)dl, w.=O 

which differs from the previous case due to the new term which 
makes W, revert back to zero with a time scale of a" rather than 
allowing it to randomly walk to any value. It is this term which 
causes the volatility term structure to decrease over time and 
which leads 10 lI1is model being called 'mean reverting: Hull 
and White have developed a tree algorilhm for very efficiently 
modeling the outcomes of wt over time, which can be used to 
value assets using this model.A 

This model is most appropriate when either th.e volatility term 
structure is known and seen to be decreasing over time or 
changes in short dated forward prices are reasonably corre
lated with, but of much larger magnitude than, simultaneous 
changes in longer dated forward prices. 

SI1orl· and Long-Term Supply-oemand Shills 
A better but more complicated assumption tor how inforrnatlon 
arrives is to assume thaI it typically affects both short term and 
long term supply-demand shifts. This model combines the two 
previous models into Ihe following two 'actor model 

~". =f3s(l)e-·cr-,jdz,S +f3,(I)dz,' 
IT 

which includes uncertain factors dzS, and dzL, describing the 
arnval of short-term and long-term supply-cernand shift infor
mation, respectively. This model has a volatility term structure 
related to its parameters through 

<r(I)' =~, ~-"'~" f3s(s)' + fJ,(s)' +2£~('-"p,,(S)fJL(S)f3s(s»)is 

In the case where the unknown tunctions fJdt), fJsft), and pdt) 

are constants, the use(rtn~..:::alt e~ l(I 
<r(I)' = 13/ + f3s' -2a/ +2P"f3JJs ~ 

which fits the volatility term structure of many commodities 
quite well over fairly wlde-tirne scales. Notice that this model 
allows the short and long dated forward prices to move largely 
independently of each other. 

The model parameters can be matched to market data by filling 
a, fJdt), fJsO), and pdt) to the above volatility equation or by 
fitting them to changes in the forward prices over time 

..It var(dln(F,7i}=f3dt)'+13.s<t)'e.Jo(r~J+ 2PI1i(t)MI}f3,fl)e·(T~) 

-t.covar(dIn(F,7i,dIn(F,s)}~{jdl)' + f3s{1)'e<'(T-<I,r,(S-t} 

+PLit){JL (I)f3,fl}o-«-<I+",'(>"-<I) 

Both approaches are usually carried out assuming fJdt), fJsO), 
and pdt) constants. 

The spot price dynamics model for this case is 

P, es Fa, exp(-+<r(I)'1 + w,s + W;) 
dvl, = -aw:dt+ fJs(I)tJz; 

dl4f = f3L(I)dz,L 

~ =w~=O 

which differs from the previous case in that there are now two 
uncertain factors for which simultaneous outcomes must be 
tracked. Notice that the short term factor is mean reverting, [ust 
as in the previous case while the long term factor follows a 
random walk, as in the first case. Hull and White have also 
developed a tree algorithm for very efficiently modeling the joinl 
outcomes of wl, and wLt over time, which can be used to value 
assets using this modal.' This model is about at the limn of whal 
can be reasonably solved and possibly beyond it for the case of 
assets whose value depends on two or more commodity prices. 

This model is most appropriate when either the volatility term 
structure is known and seen to level off after decreasing over 
time or when changes in short dated forward prices are not 
highly correlated with simultaneous changes in longer dated 
forward prices. 
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Short· and MedIum·Term Supply·!iemand Shifts 
A tlnet. related model of note is the two factor model corre-: 
sponding to both short-term and medium-term information 

\ arriving. This model is identical to the above two factor model 
except for the addition at B slow decay at rate b for the lonq
term uncertainty (making it really medium term). The forward 
curve dynamics equation is 

d;ff = {Js(l)e- d 
(1'-f ) d z ,5 +fJL(t)e-b(r ..... }dcL 

t ... 
and the volatility is related to the model parameters through 

<T(t)' = H~-2a('-'J ,B,(s)' + .-"'iI-.) f3, (s)' 

+ 2e-('''''-') PU(S)f3L(S)f3,(.»)J. 

In tile case where the unknown functions !JL(t), fJsfO, and pdt) . 
are constants, the user finds (hal 

, ,(I-e·"') ,(I-e·"') [I-e~.''')<1(t) = fJL -- +P, -- +2PufJL!J, "----'---c_at 2. ~+_ 

The main difference in the behavior of this volatility term struc
ture compared with 'he previous model's behavior is that the 
volatility never levels off in the long term but continues to 
decrease slowly. 

The model parameters can be matched to market data by 
fitting .. b. fJdt). fJ.(I). end pdO 10 Ihe above voialility equation 
or by fitting them to changes in the forward prices over time 
through 

t. var(dln(F,T))-f3dt)'e-2b(r·<J+f3£t)'e-k(r.,) 

+2pdt)f3dt)f3£t)e-(Q+b)(r~') 

<Ii covar(dln(F,p,d In(F,s/=f3L(t)'e-"(T<)~+ f3s{tYe<ifT-VealS') 

+pdt) f3L(t) f3£t)(ea(r·')"'<(S<) +".<(r·')eal'>')) 

d In(F,p=ln(F;+J/z:!·ln(F/z:! 

Both approaches are usually carried out assuming fJdlj. fJsfl), 
and Pdt) are constants. 

The spot price dynamics model for this case is 

p, esFe.exp(-Tu(t)'t + w: + W;) 
t1>tI, =-m-I,dt+ !J,(t)dr; 

d..l,' ~ -bw~dt + f3L(t)dZ~ 

~ =w~=O 
whloh differs frem the previous case only in that now both uncer
tain factors are mean revertinq. The same tree methods 
as above can be used with the same caveats. 

This model would be appropriate when the volatility term struc
ture decreases quickly and then switches to a slower 
decrease. The model would also be appropriate when changes 
in short dated forward prices are not highly correlated with 
simultaneous changes in longer dated forward prices and the 
magnitude of the changes for long dated forwards decreases 
with delivery date a" a slower rate than for short dated 
forwards. However, it is doubtful that good forward price esti
mates will extend to sufficientty distant delivery dates to allow 
lhe user to estimate the parameters lor this model. In general, it 

is recommended that one of the previous models be used 
unless the data suggesting the application of this model is truly 
compelling. 

Example 
Natural gas is probably the most complex commodity tor which 
forward prices are readily available." Natura! gas prices are 
highly seasonal end deliverabllity consualnts tead to drastically 
differing prices in differing locales. Daily forward price data for 
natural gas can be found in the financial pages of many news
papers.' For example, the forWard price curve for nalural gas 
deliveries to Henry Hub on Augl,Jst 21, 1997, can be .seen in 
Figure 1. Nctlce the significant peaks in the two Winters, illus
trating the seasonality of the commodity. 
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Figure 1: Nawral gas forward prices on August 21, 1997. 

An examination of the daily forward price changes reveals 
substantial information about the market price dynamics. The 
volatility of a particular forward price can be estimated as the· 
square root of the variance of daily changes in the naluralloga
ritllm of prices ("Jog prices") mulUplied by.[i3i5 to convert it to 
an annual volatil"lty.'o Figure 2 shows the voiatilrty of the forward 
prices in Rgure 1 computed over 20 trading days:' of prior 
data. Notice that the volatility of the near-term prices is much· 
higher than the volatility of the long-term ones. Notice also that 
the volatility seems to level off after about a year or so. The 
user can also examine how much the daity changes in log 
prices are correlated between differing contracts. Figure 3 
shows the correlation of log price changes of various forward 
prices wilh the front rronlh price from the same data set. Notice 
tIlat the later prices are root highly correlated witI1 tile frontones. 
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Forward Price Correlations 
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Figure 3: Correlations of natUral gas forward prices with spot 

Both the leveling off of the forward price volatilities and the low 
correlation between the long dated and nsar dated forward 
prices, suggest that the Short- and long-Term Supply-Demand 
Shift Moder is the most appropriate aver the two-year lime scale 
shown. The four parameters needed to describe thts model" 
are the lonq-term volatility Ih, the short-term volatility fJs theI 

mean reversion parameter a, and the correlation between long· 
and short-term curve shifts PIS- These parameters can be fit·l:S 
to the forward price volatility and correlation" data of Figures 2 
8nd3using 

-t var(dln(FiT »= PL'+ p,'e-,·(T-. + 2p,-,PLP",,-'''''') 

tcovar(dln(F".), dIn(F. » 

The values of the parameters can be found in Table 1 and the 
model fit can be seen compared to the data in Figures 2 and 3. 
Notice the visibly' excellent fit to the data despite the simplicity 
of the model. 

Table 1 
Parameters oI1hernodeI fit to thenatural gas daJa in Rgures 2 and3. 

Once the model parameters have been fit, the volatility term 
structure can be computed using . 

(1e-'· J (1 e""'" Ja(I)' = fJ/ + p/ -2at +2 P,-,P.fJs. 7 
This, in turn, allows one to compute- the prices of various 
European options to t18 computed. The volatility term structure 
corresponding to the model parameters in Table 1 can be seen 
in Figure 4 ' 

Natural Gas Volstlllty Tenn Structure 
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Figure 4; Natura! gas volatility term structure. 

The model parameters can also be used to create tree-based 
evaluation models to determine the value of American options 
and other complex assets. In this case, the dynamics equa
tions for wS, and wL, 

dw! =-awsdJ +P ~_S , t su.t"., 

dw , 
L = PL d·..., L
 

s L 0
W =w	 ::::o o 

would be used to construct a two factor Hull·White tree to 
obtain their joint outcomes at each point in time and then 

1; '" F.,exp(--ra(t)'t +w: + wf) 
would be used to obtain th.e corresponding spot price outcomes 
and hence the cash flows at various times and uncertaimy 
outcomes .. 

ToS~rize 

This document reviews financial rules for valuing assets whose 
value depends on traded commodities. The rules show that 
only information about the forward curve and volatility term 
structure is needed to value a fairly wIde range' of assets. 
Although forward. curve data is relatively available, volatility 
information is more difficUlt to attain and often requIres a price 
dynamics model to interpret available data on changes in spot 
or forward prices over time. Furthermore, other common assets 
(e.g., American options) requIre additional Information from a 
price dynamics model to value them. 

Commonly used price dynamics models, adopted from the 
financial markets, describe in simplified terms how spot prices 
change over time. Commodity markets typically have quite 
complicated spot price behaviors, much of which is character
ized in the shape of the forward price curve. This insight leads 
to the forward curve dynamics approach Which begins with 
models of how the forward curve shirts over time and uses 
them as the basis for valuation. 

In the forward curve dynamics approach. the forward curve is 
an input to the valuation as is either the volatility term structure 
(when available) or historic movements of forward prices. If the 
volatility term structure is available, then only it and the forward 
curve are needed to value many assets. If the volatility term 
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structure is not available. then the forward curve dynamics from finance in another guise. In cases where there is a 
approach provides a modeling framework for using historical reasonable amount 01 calibration data, the Long-Tarm Supply
shifts fn the forward curve to estimate the volatility term struc Demand Shift Model or the Short-Term Supply-Demand Shifl 
ture. In either case. other common assets require models of lhe Model will be the best choice, depending on the relative 
full spot price dynamics to value them. and forward curve magnitudes of variation in short dated and tong dated forward 
dynamics provides such models based on the detailed shape prices. In cases where there is sufficiant date to ensure that 
and behavior of the forward curve. the variations in short dated and long dated forwards are not 

highly correlated or to sea the volatility term structure level oft. 
The document discusses several forward curve dynamics the user may consider switching to the Short- and Long-Term 
models and provides guidance was as to which model is Supply-Demand Shift Model if it will have significant impact on 
appropriate based on particular aspects of the available oata the results. Finally, the document provides an example of 
inputs. The Long-Term Supply-Demand Shift Model is the basic applying these models to natural gas data. For lhat data set, 
starting point for valuations, with extremely limited data avail the Short- and Long-Term Supply-Demand Shift Model was the 
able to calibrate it. This model is just the Random 'Walk Model most appropriate and provided excellent fit 10the marketdata. _ 

Fo. Furthe. Information Footnote. 5 see the boxed set EPFtI AP~107748 "Valuing 
EPRl's Power Mar1<els & Resource . Generation Assets in Uncertain MarkelS"for , The lognormal distribution is a probability 
Management (PM&RM) Target is an Introduction to and a):timplesof both the distribution in wtUch the naturallogarittTn at
 
WOf1<ing to develop methods and tools
 Binomial Tree and Finite Difference memcds the variabte is distributedaccording to the 

for valuing assets. (Pleasenote: 10apply the tor calculating the market value of normal distribution. Accordingly, defining the 
Binomial Tree method with.time-valuing assets. customers, and conuacts, and to expected value otue variable and the 
VOlatility, one needs to use tlme--varylng tImevariance 01 its natural logarithm tullydefine manage their associated risks. For steps so that over each lime interval P(tlfjJthe dis1ribullon. One of the benefits of thisfurther information about this or other is constant)distribution is the fact that only pcsitlve values PM&RM work, please leelfree to contact 

01 the variable are allowed. G See J. Hull & A. White. TheJoumaJ of 
Derivatfves, FaJ11994. PP. 7-16. Caveat :zThe Black Equation is the version of the Richard E. Goldberg 
lector; almost all ol the uterature In this area Black-Scholas Equation for cormocltyManager, Pricing & Risk Management is geared towards interest rale or CfOSS'
 

650-855-2397
 markets. 
currency derivatives. 

rgoldber@epri.com ~ Most excbanqe-naded options lor energy 
1 See J. Hull & A. White, TheJaumiJ of cOflYnOdities are AmerIcan "options on 

DerIvatives, Winter 1994, pp. 37-48.futures" meaning thal striking the optionViclor Niemeyer 
leeds to exchange of a futures contract 8 8ectriQity Is expected \0 be an even moreManager, Power Markets ralhe1than the commOdity Itself. The prices complex commodity than naturalgas but 650-855-2744 ot these American options are also lorward price datu is currently too limited to .niemeyer@eprf.com commonly inverted using the Black Equation make a gOod example. 
\0 define Implied volatilities whic:h can lead 

9 Futures exchange prices are good estimates Art Altman to an overestimate 01 the volatility but the 
of the forward price (when interest rates are error is not expected to be severe. 
much less uncertain than prices 01 the

Manager, Risk Management 
650-855-8740 4 Ito calculus provides rules for intagrating commodity in quesl1on). In particular. the
 
aaltman@epri.com uncertain functions over time. These rules
 New York Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX)

differ from those of standard calculus due to Henry Hub futures prices for natural gas are 
the effects of uncertainty accumulating over widely available and will be used fot this 
time. In the contest 01price modeling, Ito example.
calculus defines the procedure by which a 

1~ represeras the approximate number 01model describing the fnstenterecos. 
uncertain changes in a price over time trading days in a year. 
("price dynamicsN can be used to calculate ) l1WhEln computing his10ricaJ IJOlalllliles one Is 
the probability distrib!J1iollS of future prices. forced to decide on how long a series 10 
See Hull. "Options. Futures, and other examine: 100short and lite result lsoverly
Derivative Securities". Prenlica-Hall for an biased by near termevents, too long and 
Introduction to these methods. irrelevant past events will distort the results. 

20 da)'S is anarbitrary choice meant 10 
incorporate about a month's worth of data. 

'~Assuming that the v~atiliUes and correlation 
do not change seesonally. 

l"The fitwas done by eye but a least-squares 
fit didn't appreciably change the results. 

"rtecen mat the cortelation between twoEPRI 
variables is defined as their covariance 

Electric P'owd" divided by the square root of the product 01
ReseUM Irrsllluf8
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 their variances. 
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